
WhatsApp Messenger

**About WhatsApp**

With WhatsApp you stay in permanent touch with your friends and acquaintances. WhatsApp uses

your internet connection to send messages why no additional SMS fees incur. 

With more than one billion users, Whats App is one of the most popular Apps worldwide. Users

can send messages, start group chats, share photos and videos. Even a telephone call via

WhatsApp is possible. 

**WhatsApp – the features: **

-	Send messages to your friends and family for free: Since WhatsApp uses your internet

connection to send messages there are no additional SMS fees which incur. You can not only send

messages via WhatsApp, but also photos, videos or documents. 

-	Start a group chat and talk to several contacts at the same time: Use the useful group chats to

send messages to several people at the same time. Like that you cannot only organize the next

birthday party simply and comfortably, but also share videos and photos with up to 256 group

members. 

-	Free calls via WhatsApp: WhatsApp uses your smartphone’s internet connection to call your

contacts. Use the WhatsApp Call to talk to your family or your friends on the phone. You can even

start a video call. No matter where you are: with voice or video calls via WhatsApp incur any

additional charges for you. 

-	Useful voice messages: When writing is too circuitous or typing is too nuisance: By dint of voice

messages you can easily speak your message and send it to your contacts. Just start the record

function and start speaking. 

-	Share your photos in your individual status: Use the status and show your contacts what you

experience right now. Either you choose a photo from your gallery or you take a quick snapshot.

Like that you can share every moment with your friends and your family. 

-	End-to-end encryption: You don’t want to share everything with the internet, especially photos or

personal messages should be kept in safe custody. To guarantee the safety of your messages,

calls or photos, WhatsApp introduced the end-to-end encryption. By this encryption all your

messages are protected and can only be read by you and your dialog partner.  

-	Send documents in every file format: Send documents easily via WhatsApp Messenger. By dint

of WhatsApp Messenger you cannot only send PDFs, Word- or Powerpoint documents, but as of

late also zipped files or txt-files. 


